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TRANSFORMER
PROACTIVE

TRANSFORMER

Think of your bold ambition as a church during this time and how it meets with this current crisis. 
Now, impose an even greater constraint than what you’re currently facing  upon it. Perhaps it’s  
your state or local government extending stay-at-home orders or  adding further local restrictions 
that extend the amount of time before you can reopen your church. With this scenario in mind, 
answer the following 12 questions to help you  better understand your mindset, methodology, and 
motivations. Rank yourself after each section below. 

QUESTIONS & OBSERVATIONS

Have I ever had to  deal with something like this in the past? What did I learn, and what were 
the results?  

Is this a key part of my leadership story and how I see myself?



Has our church  come through anything like this in  the past? Is responding to crisis a part of our 
cultural identity or story we tell about ourselves? 

Do I know of any other churches in my local area that are making ministry breakthroughs at this 
time? Any others from outside my area? 

BASED ON THE ABOVE, DO I BELIEVE IT IS POSSIBLE?

LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Does my leadership acknowledge how and why the usual ways of problem solving may not work in 
this crisis and may hold us back?

Does my leadership reflect that I understand the best way to frame and prioritize the crisis-related 
challenges to be most productive?
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Do I know how to best align our resources now to maintain the momentum of our essential ministries 
in the face of crisis?

Does our church have a clear near-term plan that informs, aligns, and engages our staff and key 
leaders around our essential ministries?

Does our church have contingency plans that ddress changes in giving and procedures as we move 
through phases of reopening?

BASED ON THE ABOVE, DO I KNOW HOW TO LEAD IN THIS CRISIS?

LOW MEDIUM HIGH
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How do I feel about the challenge of this crisis? Am I aware of my emotions and the emotions of 
those on my team?



Am I prepared to both persist through the foundational work of wrestling through a plan with my 
team and wrestle through its implementation and execution?

How do I need to frame out this crisis differently so that I have a holy ambition and enough motiva-
tion to overcome the obstacles in this process?

What is our church’s purpose? How can our approach to this crisis help us emerge with greater clari-
ty and alignment with our prupose?

BASED ON THE ABOVE, HOW MOTIVATED 
AM I TO FULLY ADDRESS THE CRISIS?

LOW MEDIUM HIGH
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Adapted from Adam Morgan and Mark Barden,  A Beautiful Constraint  (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2015).  


